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“DOES SIZE MATTER?” IT’S AN AGE-OLD QUESTION,
BUT WILL WE EVER HAVE A TRUTHFUL ANSWER
TO THE INQUIRY? HAVE YEARS OF OVER-ANALYSIS
ERECTED NOTHING MORE THAN AN INCUBUS?

PENIS

ENVY
Perhaps more of a ”grower” than a
”shower”?
M i c h e l a n g e l o ’s
David,
Galleria dell’Accademia, Florence.
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Frompillstopumps,thepenisenlargement
industryisafivebilliondollarbusiness,which
is ten times the budget of the Red Cross
Man, all men, have been obsessed with
their penises pretty much since birth. At
first it had, no matter the size, a life of its
own and then eventually it became a proper appendage that could then be used for
more than just one purpose. It is bitterly
true that penises, like vegetables, vary in
size, thickness, proportion in relation to
the rest, deliciousness and of course flavor. But what has always been predominately on the mind of the carrier of said
penis is, size. In a cover story by Psychology Today, 500 readers were surveyed
about male body image: 71% thought
men overemphasized the importance of
penis size and shape.
But before we venture into the wonderful
world of sizing. First we need to draw the
very important distinction between the
two sets of penises available today: “a grower”, which expands and lengthens when
erect and then “a shower,” which looks
big for the most part but doesn’t get much
bigger during an erection. Maybe now we
size is put into proper perspective.

In ancient cultures they certainly were
everywhere, not just on humans but on
everything humans created. According to
Tomas Jivanda, in The Independent,
“The world’s most famous mummy - ancient Egyptian pharaoh Tutankhamun was buried with his penis standing up at
a 90 degree angle in order to help quash a
religious revolution started by his father.”
He goes on to say that Egyptologist Salima Ikram, a professor at the American
University in Cairo, “has argued that the
unusual burial of King Tut was an attempt
to make him appear as Osiris, the god of
the afterlife, to counter attempts by King
Akhenaten to establish a monotheistic religion.” So even then, thousands of years
ago your dick was meant to make you a
hotshot god in life and then yet again in
the afterlife.

In the 2002 terrible comedy, “The
Sweetest Thing” it is Cameron Diaz, Selma Blair and Christina Applegate (backed
up with a dancing Betty White) who sings
“Too Big To Fit In Here, To Big To Fit In
There” – screaming that even in the worst
kind of mainstream cinema there might
be a representation of a greater onslaught
of people in the world with a fixation on
the size of the penis.
It was Richard Rudgley, a British anthropologist, that cleverly said on television
that basically when you begin to take notice of penises that “you will tend to see
willies pretty much everywhere.” And favorite gay porn star Colby Keller has taken
to Twitter to prove that he #ISeePenis
everywhere – in his macchiato all the way
to the rain puddles he sees in the road. So
perhaps penises have are all around us to scrutinize over again and again.

is located on the east coast in a small town
called Sinnam, and is noted for its number of erect phallic statues. Literally with
thousands of penises on displays, now for
a nation said to have the smallest penises
in the world by some ridiculously unscientific studies, this borders on obsession.
Trawling the Internet there are thousands
of studies that are meant to indicate how
different countries measure up, literally.
But this isn’t true science with such variance and a large margin for error. Surely
when asked about size a man is inclined
to add on an inch, if not two or three. According to the Journal of Sexual Medicine, the “average male penis measures 5.6
inches when erect; the Journal of Urology
puts it at a slightly smaller 5.08 inches.”
But if you look back at the studies that
were done by the famed Alfred Kinsey,
Durex and the Definitive Penis Study
this is quite a bit smaller. The difference
between the two studies is simple; the
latter was self-reported of course. As Tom
Hickman, author of “God’s Doodle: The
Life and Times of the Penis, said, “what
is incontrovertible is that where men and
their penises are concerned there are lies,
damned lies, and self measurements.”
But what does size “got to do with it, do
with it” after all. Well for Dr. Richard Jacob and Rev. Owen Thomas with their
book “How to Live with a Huge Penis”
having a big penis is potentially a curse.
The book, a self-help guide, calls it OMG
(Oversized Male Genitalia) and sees it as a
genetic birth defect needing affirmations
and daily prayers and even some poetry.

Circle the planet and you will find some
more penis revelations. In South Korea,
Haesindang Park, also called Penis Park,

Throw back to ancient Greece, in traditional Greek mythology, Hermes, the god of
boundaries and exchange, was considered
to be a phallic deity by association with representations of him on pillars featuring a
rather enormous phallus. There is no strict
scientific consensus on this depiction so
it’s a bit of speculation to consider Herdorianmagazine.com
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mes a fertility god however. But it is Pan,
the son of Hermes, who is often depicted
as having an exaggerated erect phallus.
But the Greeks didn’t stop there, even
Priapus, the god of fertility, had a symbol
and it was none other than an exaggerated
phallus. The city of Tyrnavos in Greece
holds an annual Phallus festival, a traditional phallophoric event on the first days
of Lent. And with that even today the
Greeks celebrate the most prized possession of them all, the penis. Unlike the later years, think statue of David and its modest tiny penis, the Greeks liked to show
off size as a symbol of masculinity – the
phallus on statues and art works were never small, they were big and the holder of
such a weapon seem to always be smiling.
In India’s Kama Sutra men can be classified on the basis of the size of their penis, or lingam as it is called in Sanskrit. A
man with a small penis is described as a
hare-man, one with an average-sized penis
is described as a bull-man, and one with
an abnormally large penis is described as
a horse-man. And society wonders where
the complexes about size may have started?

Let’s not forget some of the medieval
Arabic literature, where a longer penis
was preferred, as described in an Arabian
Nights tale called “Ali with the Large
Member.” It is then noted that the 9thcentury Afro-Arab author Al-Jahiz wrote
a satire and mentioned, “If the length of
the penis were a sign of honor, then the
mule would belong to the Quraysh” (referring to the tribe to which Muhammad
belonged and from which he descended).
In recent years, the iPhone app is in evolution as we speak, there is a calculator
developed by a family physician called
“The Predicktor.” What this does is it attempts to predict the penis size by crossreferencing trends from scientific studies
with personal stats like height and finger
length. According to the app’s website,
the doctor who developed it was “inspired
by patients of all ages who express penisrelated insecurity, anxiety or dissatisfaction” and so the Predicktor was created
to help men educate themselves on the
subject. The intention is for users to upload their penis sizes and then eventually
to create a databank, if you will, of dick information from Greenland to Guatemala.
A sort of dick box.

But if you think back to the old world,
the Taoists constructed a detailed analysis
of the structure of the hands and fingers
for predicting the size of men’s genitals.
They believed that long, straight fingers,
especially the first finger, indicated a long
penis. In contrast, short, stocky fingers indicated a thick penis. A thumb that is narrow at the base where it meets the hand
but wide at the tip means that this man
possesses a penis with a head that is larger
than the shaft. This is a good sign for a
great lover apparently.
And if you query what the gay population
of the world would want in a great lover,
well size comes up ever so often. For the
obvious lovers of size we as the gay community have come up with an apt term:
“size queen” of course. And according to
various size queen support blogs online,
with too many to even start listing them,
it is perfectly acceptable to use penis size
as a major or single factor in determining a
suitable partner.
In Nico Lang’s Salon.com piece, Noah
Michelson (editor of Huffington Post’s
Gay Voices section) said that the gay community places a “cultural currency” on
having a large penis and he relates it to
“internalized homophobia and insecuri-
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ties.” He also told Salon.com that there is
a fallacy out in the world that a big dick
somehow wields masculinity and power;
pornography being a “strong force in shaping desire in the gay community.”

ments were taken in a laboratory setting,
the average penis circumference when
erect was 4.8 inches (12.3 cm). So there
you have some sort of indication of what
constitutes a big or a small wiener, or let’s
call it cock.

A study undertaken at Utrecht University
found that the majority of homosexual
men in the study regarded a “large penis as ideal, and having one was linked
to self-esteem.” One study analyzing the
self-reported Kinsey data set found that
the average penis of a homosexual man
was larger than the average penis of their
heterosexual counterparts (6.32 inches in
length amongst gay men versus 5.99” in
heterosexuals, and 4.95 inches circumference amongst gay men versus 4.80” in
heterosexual men). So could these potentially be lies to make your self-esteem feel
less damaged?

He proposed on
a Jumbotron, aka
Kiss-a-Meter, and
she declined in front
of an arena full of people. Turns out her
reasoning – his penis is just too small

In Jaime Woo’s book, “Meet Grindr” he
finds that gay men with “less than appropriate” sized cocks are often ostracized
and deemed less desirable. Even if this
untruth is completely ludicrous sounding
the community of gay men typing in chatrooms the words “Big Dick” every night
and lying about their size on their OkCupid profiles have fuelled the insecurity.
Somewhere, somehow we as the gay community of the world have decided a size
that we like, even if it’s slightly unachievable every time, and it’s around 8 inches.
And the studies have revealed that is most
certainly bigger than average. But in fact
what gay men want more than big cock is
just a connection, the millions of hungry
eyes online is proof of that.

In a study of penis
size where measurements were taken in a laboratory
setting, the average
penis circumference when erect was
4.8 inches (12.3 cm)
Of course results vary slightly across reputable studies, but a type of consensus
is that the mean human penis is in the
range 12.9–15 cm (5.1–5.9 in) in length.
In a study of penis size where measure-
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One man, a heterosexual pretty average
on all accounts American, proposed to his
girlfriend not on a beach somewhere quiet
and private, no. He proposed on a Jumbotron, aka Kiss-a-Meter, and she declined
in front of an arena full of people. Turns
out her reasoning – his penis is just too
small. Patrick Moote then went viral; the
YouTube clip hit millions almost instantly.
So instead of shying away and hiding in a
cave for the rest of his natural life, Moote
decided to make a “cockumentary” called “Unhung Hero” that focuses on nothing other than size. He literally circled
the globe looking for answers to his “how
small is too small” and “does size matter”
questions.
Moote calls his penis “the A cup” of dick
and he hunts down Korean dick weight
lifters, ex-girlfriends and sex experts in
hope of finding the answer what he now
deems a problem with having a sort of
little friend. He even explores different
ways of enlarging his little guy and reveals
that the penis enlargement industry is a
five billion dollar business (with ten times
the budget of the Red Cross). From pills,
all the way to pumps and exercises the
industry is big and growing substantially.
If it weren’t so important to some to obsess over having “le grand coque” would
this industry be this huge? But then again
their marketing is preying on feelings of
insecurity; with questions like “No man
enough are you?” the industry is promoting more of exactly what men don’t need.
One of the interesting people Moote interdorianmagazine.com
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views in the film is from Richter Rubber
Technology (RRT) in Malaysia, a condom
producer that makes 55 different sizes.
According to RRT in Asia condoms are
49 mm, in Germany 52 mm and Africa 54
mm. Somehow this disclosure does feed
into the “black men have bigger penises”
fantasy. Black cock and more cock are discussed in great lengths in “Hung: A Meditation on the Measure of Black Men in
America” by author Scott Poulson-Bryant.
This writer du jour journeys with “black
dick,” something he calls an invention by
the white man, all the way to “hangature”
or “the ability a dick has to hang,” to men
who “measure their self-worth” by the
length of their dong. Poulson-Bryant and
Moote both explore sizing and both come
to the inevitable conclusion: size is unimportant if the person holding the gun isn’t
fantastic.
On his discovery Moote also questions
sexpert, and author, Dan Savage who
believes that we are “past the point of
critical gaze, we are now in a pornified
culture.” Savage also says “representative
size is bullshit.” Somehow this comes as a
quiet revelation and a high alert. Are we,
the viewers of porn, promoting a culture
that says big is better the same way that
the marketing agencies of the world tell
us constantly that we need, and want, bigger. From the Big Mac, to the Starbucks
Frappe Latte Mocha Extra Extra Venti
has size become our new god? Or can we
see that porn, and reality are unrelated
and that porn and extra large sizing are intended to be fantasies and nothing more.
The Internet sure is a place to find solace. Measurection.com is a support group
site, for over 10 years now, and is a place
where men can lament about their cock
size issues. And according to the website
it has helped vast numbers of visitors. And
on Vimeo there is a short film by Espen
Hobbesland, entitled “Small Penis”, that
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is the story of man who all of his life has
felt insecure because of his penis size and
how joining a support group helps him to
overcome his issue.
The truth of the matter is that sexual satisfaction, which it ultimately boils down
to, has very little to do with size but more
with intimacy, affection and of course a
psychological and spiritual connection.
Porn has ruined us all, it’s made us believe that everyone should not only have six
packs and perfect hair but also the greatest biggest dicks – and even though all of
these are enjoyable they can’t be the last
word, because things will go from being
hot and horny to dull and uninteresting
very fast.
For some yes a large member will be an
attraction but that an emotional connection is far more important for a relationship – rows and rows of self help books in
the Kindle aisle will prove this to be true.
Then again as a one night stand you may
opt for desiring a bigger cock, but as with
so many men around, they may have no
idea whatsoever what to do with their big
knob and have zero personality or finesse
leading to a disappointment, even if it is
just a one night stand.
Some men are able to gladly see the value of personality above cock size for the
rest of the world let’s hope the ones who
don’t care about size and are looking for
meaningful relationships somehow find
each other and that the size queens flock
together with their big shticks. All hail the
penis, no matter what it looks like. Long
lives the penis.

